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Description
The Mars Orbiter Mission (MOM), normally considered as a 

Mangalyaan-1, is a space test dispatched by the Indian Space 
Research Organization (ISRO) on November 5, 2013. The 
natively fabricated space test, which is India's first 
interplanetary mission, has been in the Martian circle since 
September 24, 2014. The mission which is pointed toward 
concentrating on Martian climate assisted the ISRO with 
entering the tip top gathering of room organizations including 
the Soviet Space Program, NASA and the European Space 
Office to arrive at Mars. India is the primary Asian country to 
arrive at the Mars circle and the first on the planet to 
accomplish it on its first endeavor.

MOM was dispatched on board PSLV C-25 (a XL rendition of 
the PSLV), one of the world's ideal and dependable dispatch 
vehicles. The rocket depends on the altered I-1-K satellite 
transport of ISRO which demonstrated its unwavering quality 
throughout the years in comparable missions like 
Chandrayaan-1, the IRS and INSAT series of satellites. It 
conveyed 850 kg of fuel and 5 science payloads including a Mars 
Shading Camera which it has been utilizing to concentrate on 
the Martian surface and environment since entering the circle 
effectively.

The spacecraft is followed by the Indian Deep Space Network 
(IDSN), situated close to Bengaluru and supplemented by NASA-
JPL's Deep Space Organization. MOM displayed India's shuttle 
building, rocket dispatch frameworks and activity capacities. The 
mission's essential goal is to foster innovations needed in 
arranging, planning, the board and activities of an interplanetary 
mission.

The optional goal is to investigate Martian surface elements, 
mineralogy, morphology and climate utilizing native logical 
instruments. At first made arrangements for a long period of a 
half year, ISRO stretched out the mission to another 2-3 years in

April 2015 in view of the sufficient amount of fuel actually left in
the space apparatus. Till December 2015, the MOM had finished
more than 8000 circles of Mars.

In March 2016, the principal science consequences of the
mission were distributed in Geophysical Exploration Letters,
introducing estimations acquired by the shuttle's MENCA
instrument of the Martian exosphere. During 18 to 30 May 2016,
a correspondence whiteout happened with Earth coming
straightforwardly among Sun and Mars. Because of high sun
powered radiation, sending orders to space apparatus was
stayed away from and payload activities were suspended.

On 17 January 2017, MOM circle was modified to stay away
from the approaching eclipse season. With a consume of eight
22 N engines for 431 seconds, bringing about a speed contrast of
97.5 meters each second (351 km/h) utilizing 20 kilograms (44
lb) of charge (leaving 13 kg remaining), shrouds were kept away
from until September 2017. The battery can deal with shrouds of
up to 100 minutes.

On 19 May 2017, MOM arrived at 1,000 days (973 sols) in
circle around Mars. In that time, the space apparatus finished
388 circles of the planet and transferred in excess of 715
pictures back to Earth. ISRO authorities expressed that it stays in
great health.

On 24 September 2018, Mother finished 4 years in its circle
around Mars, albeit the planned mission life was just a half year.
Over these years, Mother's Mars Shading Camera has caught
more than 980 pictures that were delivered to people in general.
The test is as yet healthy and keeps on working nominally.

On 24 September 2019, Mother finished 5 years in circle
around Mars, sending 2 terabytes of imaging information, and
had sufficient charge to finish one more year in orbit. On 1 July
2020, Mangalyaan had the option to catch a photograph of the
Mars satellite photos from 4200 km away. On 24 September
2020, MOM finished 6 years in circle around Mars.
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